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IQS Trubox™ Terms and Definitions 
Term Definition 

Action 
A type of update the application will make to a form; showing/hiding, enabling/disabling fields 
and tabs, setting field values and executing system or user defined Flows. 

Activity Log 
A list of all changes made by users in the application that can be filtered by user, record, date 
ranges, transaction types, previous and new values. 

Attachments 
An electronic file that has been uploaded into the application and is related to a specific 
record. 

Calendar A calendar view of Calendar Tasks that have been assigned to the currently logged in user. 

Calendar Task 
A definition of a relationship between a record a user and a due date and will appear on a 
user's Calendar. 

Comments A list of posts by different users related to a given record. 

Custom Field A field added to a form definition to capture data not provided in the out-of-the-box Dataset. 

Data Source 
A technical term used only by development to define the technical structure of data and the 
means by which that data is managed. 

Dataset 
A collection of data defined in the application including base and custom defined fields and 
their values. 

Flow 
A JBPM workflow defined through the Eclipse IDE to extend and enforce business logic and 
automation. 

Follow A feature allowing users to follow the activities of a specific user of the application. 

Form 
Forms are views of records loaded into the system. This term replaces the historically used 
"Maintenance Screen" term. 

Form Builder Interface through which you can modify the Form Definition. 

Form Definition The definition of the layout and functionality of a Form. 

Form Rule 
A definition of a logic condition and the resulting action(s) that are taken if the condition is 
met. 

Global Search 
An indexed search of the entire application's data, all fields (custom and system defined) as 
well as attached electronic files. 
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Term Definition 

Internationalization 
The result and process of defining translations of references to field definitions within the 
application. 

List Grid 
The table view of a Dataset in Trubox that the user can interact with; historically this was a 
"Record Lookup" window. 

Lookup A custom field type that is populated from another Dataset or webservice. 

Navigation Menu 
The dropdown view of all modules that the logged-in user has access to through role 
definition. 

Notification 
A definition of a logic condition and the contents of an e-mail that will be sent to defined 
contact(s) if the condition is met. 

Organization 
This is the term used to describe a business unit, plant or location. It replaces the previously 
used "Entity" term. 

Plugin 
An electronic file that can be imported into the Trubox platform to add features and 
functionality to the system. 

Related Records 
A generic relationship between two records in the system. For example, a customer complaint 
may be related to a nonconformance record. 

Report (BIRT) 
A defined output format of data that a user can export or print; reports may be previewed 
from a list grid or form - reports are authored through BIRT. 

Role 
A definition of a user role that is granted permissions to reports, forms, list grids, navigational 
objects, etc. Users may be associated with multiple roles. 

Save Event 
A validation event that is triggered either before or after a user saves a record; the definition 
of the event is contained in a Flow. 

Work Assignments 
An action item assigned to an employee, customer or supplier. This is a global feature of the 
system that replaces the historic "Task" functionality in IQS in nonconformance, for example. 

User A person and password combination. 

View A saved layout and filter of a List Grid that may be shared with other users. 

Watch 
A feature allowing users to subscribe to an individual record and be updated whenever the 
record is changed. 

Workspace 
A user definable interface that allows the rendering of various tile types to quickly navigate the 
application 
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